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ABSTRACT
Context. The all-sky Milky Way Star Clusters (MWSC) survey provides uniform and precise ages, along with other relevant parame-
ters, for a wide variety of clusters in the extended Solar Neighbourhood.
Aims. In this study we construct the cluster age distribution, investigate its spatial variations, and discuss constraints on cluster
formation scenarios of the Galactic disk during the last 5 Gyrs.
Methods. Due to the spatial extent of the MWSC, we consider spatial variations of the age distribution along galactocentric radius
RG, and along Z-axis. For the analysis of the age distribution we use 2242 clusters, which all lie within roughly 2.5 kpc of the Sun.
To connect the observed age distribution to the cluster formation history we build an analytical model based on simple assumptions
on the cluster initial mass function and on the cluster mass-lifetime relation, fit it to the observations, and determine the parameters of
the cluster formation law.
Results. Comparison with the literature shows that earlier results strongly underestimated the number of evolved clusters with ages
t & 100 Myr. Recent studies based on all-sky catalogues agree better with our data, but still lack the oldest clusters with ages t & 1
Gyr. We do not observe a strong variation in the age distribution along RG, though we find an enhanced fraction of older clusters
(t > 1 Gyr) in the inner disk. In contrast, the distribution strongly varies along Z. The high altitude distribution practically does not
contain clusters with t < 1 Gyr. With simple assumptions on the cluster formation history, the cluster initial mass function and the
cluster lifetime we can reproduce the observations. The cluster formation rate and the cluster lifetime are strongly degenerate, which
does not allow us to disentangle different formation scenarios. In all cases the cluster formation rate is strongly declining with time,
and the cluster initial mass function is very shallow at the high mass end.
Key words. Galaxy: evolution – Galaxy: open clusters and associations: general – Galaxy: stellar content – Galaxies: fundamental
parameters – Galaxies: photometry – Galaxies: star clusters
1. Introduction
Galactic disk evolution implies temporal variations of the disk
population and its constituents. Field stars along with star clus-
ters represent the typical disk population, and have been the
subjects of investigation into the evolutionary processes in the
Milky Way for a long time. Our understanding of disk evolu-
tion is largely based on stellar data, coming from studies of
the kinematics, abundances and ages of F-K dwarfs (see e.g.
Just & Jahreiß 2010). Aside from the advantage of the long life-
times of late-G and K dwarfs, which exceed the age of the disk,
using stars leads to a number of disadvantages as they represent
the very local disk only up to a few hundred parsecs, and their
ages and other evolutionary parameters are of lower accuracy
than those of star clusters. On the other hand, the typical lifetime
of open clusters is lower than the age of the disk, exceeding it
only for initially very massive clusters. This raises a demand for
studies of old open clusters, which provide insights into the early
epochs of the Milky Way disk’s formation and evolution.
Send offprint requests to: R.-D. Scholz
Thus the investigation of star cluster ages, in conjunc-
tion with either the dissolution history of star clusters or
with the star formation history of the Milky Way, is of
great interest. This is largely connected to the advances
in open clusters observations, dating, and compilations of
representative samples of open clusters and collection of
their data into all-sky catalogues. One can mention for ex-
ample studies of Wielen (1971), Pandey & Mahra (1986),
Janes et al. (1988), Battinelli & Capuzzo-Dolcetta (1991), and
Piskunov et al. (2006) who constructed the local cluster age dis-
tributions, and estimated present cluster formation rates (in the
range 0.10-0.45 Myr−1 kpc−2), and typical lifetimes on the or-
der of 100−250Myr. Lamers et al. (2005) and Lamers & Gieles
(2006) proposed a model to explain the local distribution of
open clusters with age. Morales et al. (2013) fitted this model
to their constructed age distribution of clusters observed towards
the Galactic center.
In this paper, we use data from the Milky Way Star Clusters
catalog MWSC (Kharchenko et al. 2012, hereafter Paper I), to
study cluster ages. Within the MWSC project, Kharchenko et al.
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(2013, Paper II) determined various cluster parameters for 2859
clusters known in the literature, whereas Schmeja et al. (2014,
Paper III) and Scholz et al. (2015, Paper IV) added 202 newly-
discovered open clusters and associations. The full MWSC sam-
ple includes clusters with heliocentric distances up to 15 kpc,
with the mode at 2.4 kpc. The ages and distances in the MWSC
survey are based on cluster members with NIR photometric data
from the 2MASS catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006) that were fit-
ted to the newest Padova isochrones.
The basic purpose of our study is to derive the unbiased
age distribution of MWSC clusters in the wider Solar Neigh-
bourhood, and to study its variations within a spatial complete-
ness zone extending between the Sagittarius and Perseus spiral
arms. Specifically we aim at understanding if the age distribu-
tions from the arm areas differ from that in the inter-arm region.
We will also fit a simple analytical model of cluster formation
in the Galactic disk to the observations, in order to draw con-
clusions on the consistency of our main assumptions with the
temporal variations of the cluster formation rate, and with the
main components of the model (cluster initial mass function and
a relation between cluster lifetime and the clusters’ initial mass)
used for model construction.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 gives a short
overview of the input data and the cluster parameters obtained
within the MWSC survey. In Sect. 3 we describe the working
samples of data, a method of construction of the unbiased age
distribution of the local clusters, and derived general results. In
Sect. 4 we consider spatial variations of the cluster age distri-
bution in the Galactic plane and along the Z-axis. In Sect. 5 we
construct a simple analytical model describing the evolution of
open clusters during the last 5 Gyrs, fit it to the observed age
distribution of local clusters and draw conclusions on the details
of cluster formation. Sect. 6 summarises our results.
2. The sample and the data on cluster ages
In order to build the age distribution of a given set of objects,
one has to select a complete and unbiased list of the objects,
which also has to be uniformly dated by an accurate and unbi-
ased method.
For galactic star clusters, the MWSC survey is an ideal
source, as it suits the requirements mentioned above. It pro-
vides a comprehensive sample of star clusters together with a
number of well-determined parameters based on uniform photo-
metric and kinematic stellar data gathered from the all-sky cata-
logues 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and PPMXL (Röser et al.
2010). A merger of these catalogues, 2MAst (see Paper I, for a
description of the 2MAst construction), was used to verify clus-
ters from an input list, find new clusters and determine cluster
parameters in astrometric and photometric systems that are ho-
mogeneous over the whole sky. The full MWSC sample con-
tains 3208 objects: 3061 open and 147 globular clusters. In this
study, we concentrate on the subset of open clusters. For all stars
within the cluster areas, cluster membership probabilities were
determined by using kinematic (proper motions) and photomet-
ric (colour magnitude diagrams) selection criteria. The proce-
dure is described in Paper I, and the results are published in the
MWSC catalogues (Paper II; Paper III; Paper IV).
The cluster ages are based on uniform cluster membership
and present-day isochrones including both pre- and post-MS
evolutionary stages. The ages were determined by fitting clus-
ter member CMDs to isochrones computed using the Padova
Fig. 1. Distributions of MWSC clusters with age. The total sample is
shown with a background (brown) hatched histogram, clusters within
individual completeness limits are shown with an intermediate (blue)
filled histogram, and those within the general completeness circle are
shown with a foreground (green) back-hatched histogram. The vertical
bars show Poisson errors.
on-line server CMD2.21 (for more details see Paper I; Paper II).
At metallicities typical of the Galactic disk, the isochrones only
weakly depend on the metallicity. Therefore, only a single set
of isochrones with solar metallicity was used in the determina-
tions of theMWSC survey. Simultaneously with cluster ages, the
respective distances and reddening values were also determined
from the isochrone fitting. In the result, all MWSC objects were
provided with the homogeneous data necessary for this study.
As shown in a comparison with the literature (see Paper II), our
ages are typically accurate within 10% for clusters older than
log t = 8.2 (with age t in years and which according to Fig.1
comprises more than 60% of the total survey) and within 25%
for younger clusters. The distances are accurate within 11%.
In total we have age determinations for 3061 star clusters
and cluster-like objects (compact associations, regular, embed-
ded, remnant and moving clusters), which we call hereafter open
clusters for simplicity. The sample includes effectively all clus-
ters previously known from the literature with the addition of
202 new clusters. Ages of MWSC clusters cover a consider-
able fraction of the age of the Galactic disk, spanning between
log t = 6 and log t = 9.78. The cluster sample also covers a wide
range of galactocentric distances RG, from the Galactic centre
to the outskirts of the Galactic disk at about RG = 15 kpc. The
completeness zone (where we know virtually all clusters) has a
radius of about 2 kpc, reaching the Sagittarius and Perseus spiral
arms.
However, the data completeness is not uniform. The statis-
tics of extremely young and extremely old clusters is still insuf-
ficiently known. For example, the density of older clusters in the
Solar Neighbourhood is lower than in the outer regions, which
implies that a few tens of old clusters within about 1 kpc from
the Sun (Paper II) are missing. Also the number of the youngest
clusters is still uncertain, since many of them may still be ob-
scured by heavy gas-dust clouds in star formation sites. It should
also be noted that the MWSC pipeline could not be applied to the
nearest clusters, the Ursa Major moving cluster and the Hyades,
where 3D motions should be used for member selection. There-
1 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd
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fore, these two well-known clusters are not included in our sam-
ple.
At the youngest ages, our star cluster sample could be biased
by the pre-main sequence isochrones, which are less secure than
at the MS- and post-MS stages. The age edge effect should also
be considered: the used set of isochrones had a lower age limit of
log t = 6.0, and no ages younger than this could be determined.
Thus, this value was artificially assigned to potentially younger
clusters. Furthermore, the quality of the determined MWSC pa-
rameters strongly depends on the distance to the cluster. At larger
distances, due to a fixed faint limit of the apparent magnitude of
the survey, one can only observe the tip of the cluster MS/RG-
branches, and so the accuracy of the parameters diminishes.
3. Cluster age distribution
The raw age distribution of 3061 MWSC clusters is shown in
Fig. 1 as brown hatched histogram. One can see that it is domi-
nated by old clusters with age log t = 8.5...9.5. The peak is partly
due to the logarithmic age scale and partly due to the NIR nature
of the survey: the clusters with red giants tend to be brighter than
their younger counterparts, are observed at larger distances, and
thus are more numerous at the limiting magnitude of the survey,
as they are collected from larger areas of the disk.
3.1. Data completeness issue
As cluster counts show, the MWSC can be classified as a
magnitude-limited sample (see Kharchenko et al. 2016, Paper V
for details). The surface density profile for such a sample can be
represented schematically by a flat inner area, where the data in-
completeness is low/negligible, and by a long outer tail of grad-
ually decreasing density, which is biased by the survey incom-
pleteness at faint magnitudes. The incompleteness can be quan-
tified in statistical sense as a measure of the decrease of the ob-
served surface density with respect to the averaged local density
(see e.g. Morales et al. 2013). Note, that as a measure of the dis-
tance we use hereafter a Galactic plane projection dxy of solar-
centric distance d. The radius of the flat area dˆxy is then called
the completeness limit of the survey. Once it is established, the
bias-free statistics is gathered within the completeness limit.
This approach (which we call hereafter single-limit ap-
proach) is attractive due to its simplicity and was commonly used
starting from the pioneering work of Wielen (1971), but is inher-
ent in a bias for objects which are absolutely fainter or brighter
than the clusters typical of the given sample. For example, when
applying the single-limit approach to faint objects, which must
be observed near to the Sun only, one underestimates their den-
sity, when one divides their counts by the completeness area de-
fined by the common completeness limit. In contrast, since the
typical distance to bright objects may exceed the completeness
limit, one can lose them from the statistics at all. This is espe-
cially important since for a NIR survey (including the MWSC,
where this statement is supported by direct statistics) the bright-
est objects are as a rule the oldest ones, and their loss leads to a
bias in the early history of the disk. Therefore, to avoid impor-
tant biases, which might affect the end-distribution, we decided
to abandon the single-limit approach and apply instead a strategy
used for the stellar luminosity function construction, which col-
lects stars of different absolute magnitudes from proportionally
extended completeness areas. We refer to this approach as vari-
able completeness limit concept. Note, that this approach repre-
sents a development of the single-limit approach, where single
Fig. 2. Distribution of cluster distances with age. All clusters are shown
with light (blue) dots, while clusters located within individual complete-
ness limits computed along Eq. (1) are shown with black dots. The gen-
eral completeness limit for the MWSC-sample is given by the horizontal
(red) line. A vertical yellow stripe is given for illustration and indicates
an arbitrary log t-box with clusters of the two kinds falling in it.
completeness zones are prescribed to objects from some narrow
absolute magnitude interval.
This strategy became possible since we have determined in
Paper V for all MWSC clusters their integrated NIR magnitudes,
and have built a magnitude-dependent completeness distance
scale, and its relation to galactic longitude. For the absolute in-
tegrated magnitude in the KS passband I(MKS ) this relation av-
eraged over galactic longitudes can be written as
dˆxy = p − q × I(MKS ) , (1)
with p = 0.80 ± 0.05, and q = 0.42 ± 0.02, where dˆxy is in kpc.
As we determined earlier applying both approaches in
Paper II and in Paper V, theMWSC is generally complete within
about 1.8-2.2 kpc from the Sun (we adopt hereafter the lower
limit of this interval), where about half of all MWSC open clus-
ters are located (green back-hatched histogram in Fig. 1). Their
age-distribution is still similar to the total one, though the con-
trast between the peak of older clusters and younger ones be-
comes lower (the ratios between values at the maxima and shoul-
ders at about log t = 7.9 are equal to 3.4 and 2.4 respectively). If
one adopts a more flexible variable completeness limit the ratio
equal to 3.0 falls in between (see also blue histogram in Fig. 1).
As seen in Fig. 1 this approach does not change the shape of
the distribution strongly, but involves in the statistics almost 40
percentmore clusters (2242 objects), which makes the complete-
ness sample more representative and allows us to look at larger
distances from the Sun.
In Fig. 2 we compare both completeness approaches in the
dxy vs. log t diagram, which has a distinctive U-shape configu-
ration. It is clear that the most distant clusters belong to either
the youngest (log t < 7) or the oldest age group (log t & 8).
The single completeness limit (despite only including about half
of the total objects) seems to be more selective (higher impact
of non-regular lower bound in dxy, especially strong at youngest
and oldest ages). In the alternative case one can extend the size
of the completeness area almost by a factor of two (especially
for older ages, see Fig. 2). On average, the individual complete-
ness approach allows us to expand the total completeness area
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Fig. 3. Comparison of age distributions computed with different ap-
proaches to the completeness distance calculation. The distribution
computed with individual completeness distances (Eq. 5) is shown with
a histogram, while that computed with a single-completeness distance
common to all clusters of the survey (Eq. 4) is shown with green filled
circles. The vertical bars show the statistical uncertainty (Poisson er-
rors) of the bins. The red curve illustrates a smoothed histogram.
to about 3 kpc. However, this causes the upper limit of the com-
pleteness zone to become non-uniform with respect to age: at
log t > 8.5 the completeness distance reaches for the intrinsically
brightest clusters dxy = 4.5 kpc. An additional bias is introduced
by the inhomogeneous distribution of MWSC clusters over the
sky, which is related to the patchy distribution of interstellar ex-
tinction and in particular strongly discriminates against clusters
of the Pleiades type (those deprived of bright NIR red giants).
This results in the lowered cluster density in the dxy vs. log t-
diagram at log t < 6.6 for young clusters associated with dust
clouds, and log t ∼ 7.4− 8.3 for screened star clusters (preferen-
tially red giant-deficient). This deficiency should be remembered
as a source of bias in the built age distribution.
To the end of Sec. 3 we will use both completeness ap-
proaches in order to ensure that they give similar results in the
limiting case of the local clusters, which is also important for
comparison with the literature, where almost exclusively the sin-
gle completeness limit concept is used.
3.2. Age distribution construction
We define the cluster age distribution η(t) as a surface density of
objects in the unit interval of age t:
η(t) =
1
S (t)
dN(t)
dt
,
where dN(t) is number of clusters with ages between t and t + dt
residing within the completeness area S (t). It is related to the
more convenient logarithmic age distribution
ν(t) =
1
S (t)
dN(t)
d log t
(2)
via
η(t) =
log e
t
ν(t). (3)
If one adopts a single completeness limit dˆxy,0 = 1.8 kpc,
valid for clusters of all ages (horizontal line in Fig. 2), then
Table 1. Comparison of the present open cluster sample with literature
data used for cluster age distribution construction.
No Sample dˆxy N Basic source
kpc
1 Wi71 1.0 70 BF71
2 PM86 1.0 116 Lund3
3 BC91a 2.0 94 Lund5
4 La05b 0.6 114 COCD
5 Pi06c 0.85 259 COCD
6 Mo13d 3.0e 143 ATLASGALf
7 Present 1.0−6.0 2242 MWSC
References. (Wi71) Wielen (1971); (PM86) Pandey & Mahra (1986);
(BC91) Battinelli & Capuzzo-Dolcetta (1991); (La05) Lamers et al.
(2005); (Pi06) Piskunov et al. (2006); (Mo13) Morales et al. (2013);
(BF71) Becker & Fenkart (1971); (Lund3) Lyngå (1983); (Lund5)
Lyngå (1988); (COCD) Kharchenko et al. (2005b); (ATLASGAL)
Morales et al. (2013).
Notes. (a) Subset of bright clusters I(MV ) < −4.5;
(b) Subset of known
clusters; (c) cmp subset; (d) Inner clusters with |l| <= 60
◦, |b| <= 1.5
◦;
(e) Distance limit of the representative sample; (f) Compilation of 17 lists
on the basis of Dias et al. (2002) catalogue ver.3.1.
S (t) ≡ S 0 = pi dˆ
2
xy,0, and Equation (2) re-written in the discrete
form simply reflects the distribution of cluster numbers ∆kN
within the completeness area (i.e. below the horizontal line):
νk =
1
S 0
∆kN
∆k log t
, (4)
where the age step ∆k log t can be a variable.
In the case of the variable completeness limit, the clus-
ter density will be computed as the sum of partial densities
ς = 1/(pi dˆ2xy) of clusters located within their proper complete-
ness limits given by Eq. (1), i.e. those with dxy 6 dˆxy (black dots
in Fig. 2):
νk =
1
∆k log t
∆kN∑
i=1
ςi =
1
pi∆k log t
∆kN∑
i=1
1
dˆ2
xy,i
. (5)
Here we sum over ∆kN black dots within the given age interval
∆k log t. Note that in the case of the constant completeness limit
(dˆxy,i ≡ dˆxy,0) Eq. (5) is naturally reduced to Eq. (4).
The resulting distributions computed with help of Eqs. (3),
(4) and (5) are shown in Fig. 3. One can see that despite a consid-
erable difference in the numbers of used objects collected from
different areas (1359 in the first case and 2242 in the second
one), both distributions are very similar, and for most age bins
only differ within the statistical uncertainty. The difference at
the youngest ages is due to the binning effect enhanced by poor
statistics within the completeness distance (see Fig. 2). However,
one can see a small bias at log t > 9, where counts along Eq. (5)
lead to a slightly more enhanced (by factor of order 1.5 at maxi-
mum) cluster density, which is outside the statistical uncertainty.
We consider this a consequence of taking into account “far” old
clusters located beyond the common completeness limit dˆxy,0.
Due to this effect, and also due to the better representation of
remote clusters, which might be important for the study of spa-
tial variations of the age distribution in the wider solar neigh-
bourhood, we will use the approach of a variable completeness
distance in the remaining part of the paper.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of present (histogram) and literature age distribu-
tions. The vertical bars show the statistical uncertainty (Poisson errors).
The six lines show age distribution samples from the literature presented
in Table 1. Different (green) symbols connected with thin lines show
results from earlier published data. The filled circles, crosses, and tri-
angles correspond to the Wi71, PM86, and BC91 age distributions, re-
spectively. The thick (red) lines correspond to more recent cluster age
distributions: the dashed line shows the La05 result, the dotted line is
constructed from the Pi06 sample, and the solid line corresponds to the
Mo13 data.
3.3. Comparison with the literature
Formerly ages of Galactic star clusters were accumulated from
individual efforts of workers analysing their CMDs. From time
to time these non-homogeneous data were reduced to a unique
scale of ages and catalogued into compiled lists. Thus an ap-
pearance of a new collection of cluster ages was usually accom-
panied by a follow up study of galactic cluster age distribution.
Nowadays this is regularly modulated by the appearance of large
scale photometric and/or kinematic data which force generation
of new sets of cluster ages.
Wielen (1971) explored two catalogues of open cluster data
(Becker & Fenkart 1971; Lindoff 1968) and concluded that they
give statistically similar age distributions. Here we consider the
distribution based on the data of Becker & Fenkart (1971). The
ages were based on the age calibration of Barbaro et al. (1969)
and data on the colors and spectral classes of the brightest and
bluest main sequence stars of the clusters. The clusters contain-
ing stars with spectral classes earlier than B2 were excluded
from consideration. The analysis of the spatial distribution has
shown that the samples are statistically complete within a cylin-
der with a radius of 1 kpc. The investigation of Pandey & Mahra
(1986) was based on the later Lund3 catalogue (Lyngå 1983).
According to their conclusion, the sample is statistically com-
plete within 1 kpc from the Sun, where it contains 116 objects
(see Table 1). The ages were also taken from Lund3. Clusters
younger than 10 Myr were omitted. The fifth release of the Lund
catalogue (Lyngå 1988) was used for building the cluster age
distribution by Battinelli & Capuzzo-Dolcetta (1991), who used
the subset of bright open clusters with integrated magnitudes
I(MV ) < −4.5 mag. They found that this sub-sample could be
regarded as spatially complete within 2 kpc of the Sun.
In spite of the assurances on the completeness of the
cluster samples mentioned above, more recent developments
have shown that the real number of clusters in the solar
Fig. 5. Positions of the cluster spatial sub-samples considered. The left
panel shows the “planar” samples and the right panel shows the “ver-
tical” ones. Gray dots show all MWSC clusters, while coloured dots
correspond to the completeness samples. Red, magenta, green, blue,
and brown dots correspond to the Inner, Outer, Local, Thin-disk, and
Thick-disk sub-samples, respectively. Their limits are shown with dot-
ted lines. Yellow dots indicate the rest of the general completeness sam-
ple described in Sect. 3. The big plus sign marks the Galactic centre.
Thick curves show approximate positions of the spiral arms (as taken
from Benjamin 2008).
neighbourhood is considerably higher than those presented by
Becker & Fenkart (1971) and the Lund collections. For example
the COCD catalogue (Kharchenko et al. 2005b,a), based on the
ASCC-2.5 (Kharchenko & Roeser 2009) survey, when re-scaled
to 1 kpc completeness distance, contains about three times more
clusters than assumed by the previous studies. The MWSC sur-
vey with an average completeness limit of 1.8 kpc contains 400
objects within 1 kpc. Recently Morales et al. (2013) have con-
sidered an age distribution of star clusters from the inner Galac-
tic disk. They have compiled a list of 695 known embedded and
optical clusters located within the limits of the sub-millimetre
survey ATLASGAL (|l| <= 60
◦, |b| <= 1.5
◦). They studied the
completeness of the constructed sample and found that it is com-
plete within 1 kpc from the Sun, and that it can be regarded to be
representative within 3 kpc.
The aforementioned data samples are summarised in Ta-
ble 1, where we list the identifier of the sample (second col-
umn), the adopted completeness distance (third column), the re-
ported number of clusters used for the age distribution construc-
tion (fourth column), and the basic source of open cluster data.
The comparison of the above distributions with present data
is shown in Fig.4. The thick curves correspond to the determi-
nations based on recent data. In general they show better agree-
ment with the present determination than the thin curves corre-
sponding to earlier publications, which demonstrates a general
underestimation of cluster density. We attribute this to the insuf-
ficient completeness of these samples and to the already men-
tioned additional selection constraints imposed on the samples.
The recent samples show general agreement with the present dis-
tribution for ages younger than log t < 8.7, and increasing defi-
ciency at older ages. We attribute this bias to the NIR nature
of the MWSC, which allows a better representation of old clus-
ters containing bright red giants (see Sect. 3.1 for details). This
might also explain the better agreement between our data and
those of Morales et al. (2013), also based on a survey includ-
ing infrared data. We note an excess in the Mo13 distribution
at young (log t < 7.3) ages. Among other reasons this could be
caused by an enhanced cluster formation rate in the recent past in
the inner galactic disk. Unfortunately, Morales et al. (2013) did
not provide details of the construction of their age distribution,
so we cannot discuss this feature as a possible consequence of
their data analysis. Therefore, we postpone the discussion until
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Sect. 4, where we consider the issue of spatial variation of cluster
age distributions of the MWSC clusters.
Our general conclusion from comparison with the literature
is that the agreement of ν(t) with recent data is satisfactory and
disagreement in the details is understandable. We also inter-
pret the poor agreement with earlier results as a consequence
of stronger incompleteness in the input catalogues burdened by
additional constraints.
4. Spatial variations of cluster age distribution
From Fig. 2 it is clear that depending on cluster age the MWSC
sample is complete at solar-centric distances from 2 to 4 kpc.
This allows us to trace variations in the cluster age distribution
in a wide range of Galactocentric distances from about 6 to 12
kpc (which covers a significant part of the Galactic disk radius),
and over the complete extent of the disk in the direction perpen-
dicular to its plane. Taking into account the dependence of the
completeness distance on age we have to note, that the complete
age range can only be covered for the local Solar Neighbourhood
closer than 2 kpc. The full span of the aforementioned distances
is only available for clusters older than log t ≈ 8.3. This excludes
the data on the radial dependence of the immediate cluster for-
mation rate from our consideration, but still allows us to look for
radial variations in the deeper history of cluster formation.
4.1. Defining the spatial sub-samples
In order to investigate the spatial stability of the age distribution
in the Galactic disk we divided our completeness sample into a
few spatially limited groups. Our division represents a compro-
mise between the aim to reach maximum spatial separation of
the groups, and to keep their population sufficient for reliable
statistics. We have considered “planar” and “vertical” divisions.
Following the geometrical considerations we selected our pla-
nar sub-samples in radial rings of given Galactocentric radii RG.
We include into the planar groups all the clusters independent of
their distance from the Galactic plane. The “vertical” groups are
separated with respect to their position along Z-axis by horizon-
tal layers parallel to the Galactic disk plane. As a result, we have
constructed five spatial sub-samples characterising the cluster
population at areas spanning over RG ≈ 7 to 11 kpc denoted here
as Inner, Local, Outer, Thin-disk, and Thick-disk sub-samples.
Their parameters are shown in Table 2, where we also show data
for our completeness sample discussed in Sect.3.2 for compari-
son. In order to keep the general sampling approach we selected
Table 2. Spatial parameters of cluster samples
Sample p q Rangea Mean Nob j
positiona
kpc kpc/mag kpc kpc
1 Complete 0.80 −0.42 4.2, 12.0 8.6 2242
2 Inner 1.09 −0.28 6.6, 7.3 7.1 254
3 Local 0.80 −0.42 8.2, 8.9 8.5 467
4 Outer 0.56 −0.57 10.0, 10.7 10.2 288
5 Thin diskb 0.80 −0.42 −0.22, 0.18 −0.02 750
6 Thick diskb 0.80 −0.42 −2.04,−0.43 −0.67 95
0.39, 1.93 0.65
Notes. (a) Samples 1-4 are in galactocentric radius, while samples 5,6
are in Z-coordinate. (b) Local sub-sample.
only local clusters for the vertical samples. To increase the statis-
tics of Thick-disk clusters the width of the shell was increased to
1.5 kpc, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.
We should note that an indication of non-isotropic behaviour
in the completeness parameters p and q of Eq. (1), which leads
to variations of the completeness distance with galactic longi-
tude, was already found in Paper V. As the Inner and Outer sub-
samples reside close to the border of the completeness zone, the
issue of the completeness becomes especially important, so for
these groups of clusters we decided to apply the values of p and
q coefficients determined in Paper V specifically for these direc-
tions. This is why the completeness distances do not coincide for
the Inner and Outer samples, being shorter towards the Galactic
centre, and longer in the opposite direction. For the other sub-
samples we used the general values of p and q as shown in Ta-
ble 2. In Table 2 the radial or vertical limits of the groups, their
average RG and Z-coordinate, and the number of included clus-
ters are also provided.
In Fig. 5 we illustrate the spatial distribution of the con-
structed samples in the (X, Y) and (Z, X)-planes. To give an im-
pression of the covered portion of the Galactic disk we mark the
position of the Galactic Centre and the approximate locations of
the Galactic spiral arms given by Benjamin (2008). As seen from
the plot, the Inner and Outer samples roughly coincide with the
positions of Sagittarius and Perseus spiral arms, while the Local
sample represents the inter-arm cluster population.
4.2. Planar variations
In Fig. 6 we compare the age distributions of clusters from the
three samples with different Galactocentric radii. The Local sam-
ple shows the η(t) close to the general distribution that was dis-
cussed in the previous section. It covers nearly the same range
of ages, with the exception of the oldest clusters in the last bin
with log t ≈ 9.7. We attribute this to spatial sparseness of the
oldest clusters, requiring a considerable extension of the area to
collect a sufficient number of these objects. It can also be seen
that the number of clusters younger than a few hundred million
years significantly (by factor of 1.5-2) exceeds that of the gen-
eral distribution. This is related to a bias due to incompleteness
at the edge of the completeness zone and will be discussed in
more detail below.
The Inner clusters show a similar distribution with only one
difference from that of the Local sample. The Inner age distri-
bution shows a deficiency at a moderately young cluster domain
of log t ≈ 7.7 − 8.7. For younger ages, both distributions agree
well, but at the older age domain log t & 9, the Inner distribu-
tion shows considerable excess with respect to the Local one.
The Outer distribution also roughly resembles the basic features
of the local distribution, and similar to the Inner sample exhibits
a dip for the moderate ages. However, unlike the Inner clusters,
an enhancement at older ages is not observed. Lastly, in contrast
to both the inner and local distributions, the outer one shows a
deficiency in young clusters with log t ≈ 7 complemented with
a total absence of the youngest clusters (log t < 6.2), which are
abundantly present in the Local and Inner samples.
All three samples show general agreement of the distribu-
tions representing both the inter-arm space and two different spi-
ral arms. The different details observed in the distributions may
reflect both different cluster formation histories and sampling bi-
ases. However, the latter is unlikely to be associated with an ex-
cess of older clusters in the inner sample, but rather with a higher
cluster formation rate in the past in the inner disk. The deficiency
of the youngest clusters in the outer disk may be due to a lower
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Fig. 6. Comparison of age distributions
of various radial samples. The left, mid-
dle, and right panels show the Local, In-
ner, and Outer sample distributions, respec-
tively. The thick red line is a smoothed Lo-
cal distribution. It is plotted in the middle
and right panels for comparison. The green
curve in the left panel is a smoothed age
distribution for the entire complete sample
shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 7. Comparison of age distributions for thin-disk (left) and thick-
disk (right) cluster populations shown with filled histograms. The thick
red curve, as in Fig. 6, shows the smoothed local distribution integrating
all local shell clusters residing at different Z-coordinates.
present cluster formation activity in the Perseus arm, and/or to
the more difficult observing conditions of younger clusters be-
hind heavy nearby clouds in the Perseus-Taurus-Auriga region.
At the same time, it seems that the cluster formation histories of
the Local and Outer samples were similar. We interpret the in-
termediate age dip as evidence of the increasing incompleteness
among Pleiades-type clusters (those lacking bright stars, and es-
pecially red giants) at the edges of the completeness zone as it is
illustrated by Fig. 2.
4.3. Vertical variations
In Fig. 7 we show the age distributions of clusters of the “ver-
tical” samples. In contrast to the general similarity shown by
the “planar” samples (see Fig. 6), the “vertical" samples demon-
strate a dramatic, but unsurprising, disagreement. As expected,
the thin-disk distribution agrees closely with the “planar" sam-
ples, and the thick-disk distribution is completely deprived of
young clusters (log t < 8.4), with intermediate-age objects rep-
resenting only a small fraction of the thick-disk population. For
example, the fraction of objects with log t < 9 is less than 20%
for the thick-disk, meanwhile for the thin-disk it exceeds 90%.
Both distributions complement each other when reproducing the
total age distribution of the disk clusters, and can be regarded as
representatives of different populations having different forma-
tion histories.
5. Cluster formation history
In this section we present a simple analytic cluster formation and
destruction model in order to discuss the impact of the different
input parameters on the observed age distribution. The age dis-
tribution of star clusters reflects directly their formation history
only in the regime where their lifetimes τ exceed the look-back
time. Since the observed age distribution is monotonically de-
clining, a consequence would be an increasing cluster formation
rate (hereafter CFR) in the recent past. Otherwise their present-
day distribution is distorted by destruction processes of existing
generations. The process is quite similar to that observed in the
world of stars, with an exception, that stellar lifetimes decrease
with their mass, and those of star clusters increase. In general
the cluster age distribution depends on the CFR, the cluster ini-
tial mass function (CIMF) and the cluster lifetime, which is a
function of the initial cluster mass and will be parametrised by
the cluster lifetime-mass relation (LTMR). Since reliable and un-
biased cluster masses are not available to date, the details of the
gradual cluster dissolution do not directly enter the present day
age distribution. The LTMR describes the observability of clus-
ters, where we allow for a initial mass dependent maximum age
of the clusters. For a proper interpretation of the observed age
distributions these dependencies have to be taken into account.
Our model has some free parameters, which should be optimised
when the model is fit to the empirical age distributions.
5.1. The model
Let ξ(M, T ) dM dT be the number of clusters with initial masses
M, M + dM formed in the time interval T, T + dT
ξ(M, T ) ≡
∂2N
∂T∂M
.
The time T is counted from the moment of formation of the
open cluster subsystem of the Galactic disk that is still observ-
able. To be definite we assume that this moment corresponds to
formation of the oldest cluster in the completeness sample with
log tmax = 9.68
2. In this scale the present moment of time Tp
equals 4.8 Gyr. The cluster mass M corresponds to the initial
mass of the cluster, and normally decreases with cluster evolu-
tion due to mass loss driven by various processes. In the literature
starting with the seminal works of Salpeter (1955) and Schmidt
(1959) ξ(M, T ) is called the “cluster formation function” and is
typically represented as a product of two independent functions
of mass and time
ξ(M, T ) = ψ(T ) f (M) ,
where ψ(T ) is the CFR, and f (M) is the CIMF. The CIMF is
normalised to unity over the whole mass range [Mmin, Mmax]∫ Mmax
Mmin
f (M) dM = 1 , (6)
and while ψ(T ) gives the number of clusters formed per time
interval, f (M) weights it with cluster mass.
With these definitions and τ(M), the lifetime of a cluster with
initial mass M (the LTMR), one can easily build a theoretical
2 In fact this limit corresponds to the value of the last bin in the age
distribution and is slightly lower than the age of the oldest cluster.
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Fig. 8. The lifetime-mass relations LTMR used in the model (red) com-
pared to the Lamers & Gieles (2006) relation with 100 M⊙-remnant
(blue). The solid red line corresponds to under-filled clusters, the dashed
line represents filling Roche lobe models, and the dotted line is for over-
filled models with T0 = 500 Myr. The two thin, vertical lines indicate
lower and upper limits of the cluster mass range. The horizontal solid
line at log τ = 7.8 illustrates the integration range [Mt, Mmax] for the
filled model.
Table 3. Fitted models and best fit parameters for the CIMF
Model Nit N f d χ
2
n x1 σx1 x2 σx2
u 10 36 1.343 0.39 0.18 0.54 0.05
f 10 36 1.403 0.63 0.15 0.24 0.05
oa 177 33 1.524 - - 0.07 0.05
Notes. (a) One section CIMF.
distribution of cluster ages in terms of the cluster formation his-
tory. We take into account that the relation between the moment
of cluster formation T and its current age t is T = Tp − t. The
number dN of clusters with mass M, M + dM formed at a mo-
ment T, T + dT and not dissolved until the present is equal to
ξ(M, T ) dM dT if τ(M) > t, and 0 otherwise. For simplicity we
use hereafter the notation Mt, denoting the solution of the equa-
tion τ(M) = t, corresponding to the minimum mass of presently
observed clusters with age t.
For clusters of all masses born at T, T + dT the observed
number is expressed as
dN =
∫ Mmax
Mmin
ξ(M, T ) dM dT −
∫ Mt
Mmin
ξ(M, T ) dM dT,
where the second integral corresponds to the number of dis-
solved clusters at the moment Tp. Changing to cluster ages (=
look-back time), the present-day age distribution becomes
η(t) =
dN(t)
dt
=
∫ Mmax
Mt
ξ(M, Tp − t) dM =
= ψ(Tp − t)
∫ Mmax
Mt
f (M) dM. (7)
As the age t increases, the lower integration limit also increases
from Mmin to Mmax, while the integral decreases from unity to
zero. At young ages it is clear that η(t) is close to the CFR, but
for old clusters it is highly affected by the assumptions on f (M)
and τ(M).
Equation (7) fully determines the cluster population model
describing the theoretical age distribution. The main components
of the model are the cluster initial mass function, the cluster for-
mation rate, and the cluster lifetime, along with their parame-
ters. One can see from Eq. (7) that the theoretical η(t) depends
on the specific representations of f (M), ψ(T ) and τ(M), and on
the parameters of these functions. In earlier studies, different ap-
proaches were proposed, depending on the purpose of the study
and available data for the components. Belowwe briefly describe
the adopted representation for every component. The theoretical
age distribution was fit to the empirical one with the help of the
powerful and flexible routine MPFIT from the IDL-library of
Markwardt (2009).
For the cluster formation rate CFR we use an exponential
function
ψ(T ) = α + β exp
(
γ
Tp − T
Tp
)
. (8)
Prior to selecting this particular form for the CFR, we tested
various other forms (linear relation, rational, power law etc.) and
found that the resulting goodness of fits do not differ strongly
and there is no clear preference. Nevertheless in detail they differ
and we decide to show here one giving a small specific residual
to the fit χ2n. In some regions of the parameter space γ is strongly
correlated with α and β, so the iteration does not converge prop-
erly. In these cases γ is fixed to a few different values and the
best fit results by optimization of the parameters α and β are
compared. Eq. (8) reproduces a CFR monotonically decreasing
in time if β and γ are positive. At the initial moment we have
ψ(0) ≡ ψ0 = α + β e
γ, while the present-time CFR is equal to
ψ(Tp) ≡ ψp = α+ β. The average CFR ψa can then be expressed
as
ψa =
1
Tp
∫ TP
0
ψ(T ) dT = α +
β
γ
(eγ − 1).
As a measure of the variations of the CFR we use two ratios:
ψ0/ψp and ψa/ψp.
In principle the CIMF agrees with the present day mass dis-
tribution of very young clusters, before they suffer from mass
dissolution. A simple representation of the CIMF is given by a
broken power law with two sections
f (M) =
dN
dM
=
{
k1 M
−(x1+1) for Mmin 6 M < M
∗,
k2 M
−(x2+1) for M∗ 6 M 6 Mmax.
(9)
The constants k1, k2 are determined by the continuity (or the
jump) at M∗ and the normalisation of the CIMF with Eq. (6).
The parameters x1, x2 are determined from the model fit to the
observed age distributions, with initial values x1 = −0.15, and
x2 = 1.0. The mass ranges are fixed at the following values:
Mmin = 2.5 M⊙, Mmax = 6.3 × 10
4 M⊙ and M
∗ = 100 M⊙.
The third input function is the lifetime-mass relation LTMR.
It is well-known from numerical simulations that the LTMR
strongly depends on the initial conditions of star clusters after
gas-removal. Here we use a simple parametrisation covering the
results based on N-body calculations of Ernst et al. (2015), who
studied the dissolution of star clusters of different initial Roche
volume filling factors covering a large cluster mass range. They
consider cases of under-filled, filled in, and overfilled Roche
lobes. They have shown that the lifetime scales with a power of
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Fig. 9. Results of the model fit to the observed age distribution for the local cluster sample for u-, f -, and o-models (from top to bottom). The
left column shows the fit results, the middle column shows the respective CFRs, and the right column displays the derived CIMFs. The histogram
shows the observed age distribution with Poisson errors indicated by vertical error bars. The violet curves represent the fitted models, where the
thick portion indicates the fitted range, and the thinner dotted one extends the derived law. Red curves are the model CFRs, thick blue lines are the
CIMFs and thick blue dotted lines represent their initial approximations. The blue horizontal lines indicate the present (solid), initial (dashed), and
average (dotted) model CFRs. Vertical lines indicate the mass range limits (red), and selected M∗ (blue) value used.
the relaxation time with a decreasing power law index for larger
filling factors. We use here a simple power law of the initial mass
τ = T0
(
M
M0
)s
,
with s = 0.9, 0.6, 0.3 for the under-filling (u), filling (f) and over-
filling (o) cases, respectively. The filling case is also very close
to the parametrisation of Lamers & Gieles (2006). The respec-
tive relations are shown in Fig. 8 together with earlier results of
Lamers & Gieles (2006).
Since the issue of the Roche volume filling factor is not
solved (in particular it is not clear how many clusters follow the
extremely compact or the extended models), we will not use the
parameters of the LTMR for the optimisation of the model. In-
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Table 4. Best fit parameters for the CFR
Model α σα β σβ γ σγ ψ0 σψ0 ψa σψa ψp σψp ψa/ψp ψ0/ψp
u −0.55 0.10 0.57 0.10 1.00b - 1.00 0.29 0.43 0.20 0.02 0.14 22.2 51.7
f −0.37 0.05 0.40 0.05 1.00b - 0.72 0.15 0.32 0.10 0.03 0.08 9.8 22.0
o 0.12 0.02 1.38a 0.22a 31.24 0.00 0.63 0.08 0.14 0.02 0.12 0.02 1.1 5.1
Notes. (a) In units of 10−14; (b) Fixed.
stead, we simply compare the fit results for different filling cases
with fixed T0 = 200Myr for the under-filling and T0 = 500Myr
for the overfilling case at M0 = 250M⊙. The larger T0 for the
overfilling case is necessary to reach a maximum age of a few
Gyr for the most massive clusters.
5.2. Results of the model fit
The best fit parameters determined for the three cases of under-
filling, filling and overfilling clusters are listed in Tables 3 and
4. The resulting fits are shown in Fig. 9 (left column). For each
model, the required number of iterations Nit, the number of free-
dom degrees N f d, the specific (per one freedom degree) χ
2
n-
parameter describing goodness of fit, and the slopes of the CIMF
with their errors are provided in Table 3. For overfilling clusters,
a one-section representation of the CIMF is used with an initial
slope x = 1.0. In Table 4 we list the CFR parameters α, β, γ, and
initial ψ0, average ψa, and present-day ψp values and their ratios.
For the u- and f -models we use the full range of available ages
for fitting. However, the o-model was fit at log t . 9.3 since over-
filling clusters with older ages should not exist for M 6 Mmax
(see Fig. 8).
For the under-filling and filling cases we find a very good
representation of the observed age distribution. In both cases we
find a strong decrease in the CFR (see Fig. 9 middle column)
and a relatively shallow power law of the CIMF at high cluster
masses (Fig. 9 right panels). We have tested the fits with different
values of γ in the CFR and T0 in the LTMR, but the results were
all very similar. In contrast, the overfilling case does not yield
a satisfactory fit with a 2-slope CIMF and fixed γ = 1. With a
1-slope CIMF and free parameter γ we find a reasonable fit (af-
ter increasing T0 to 500Myr). The resulting CFR shows a strong
initial peak on top of the dominating constant value over the ma-
jority of time. The main reason is that in this case the cluster
lifetimes cover only a range of less than 1 dex, which cannot re-
produce the continuous decline of the observed age distribution
over 2 dex with a monotonically declining CFR.
The deviation of the CIMF shape to the initial mass distri-
bution is large in all three cases. It increases with a decreasing
power law index s of the LTMR, i.e. with an increasing filling
factor of the clusters, leading to a very shallow function at the
high mass end.
5.3. Discussion
The simple model for the three input functions, CIMF, CFR, and
LTMR, described in the previous sub-section, yields a few fun-
damental conclusions for the observed present-day cluster sam-
ple.
– The age distribution alone cannot disentangle the impact
of the three input functions. For a better understanding of
cluster formation and evolution, a 2-dimensional fit of the
mass-age distribution would be helpful. But this requires a
parametrisation of the cluster mass evolution M(t), replacing
the simple function for the cluster lifetime.
– The fits to the observed age distribution for the different
Roche volume filling factors are indistinguishable. However,
shallower LTMRs require a sharper peak in the CFR at the
oldest ages.
– In the framework of our simple model the CFR is not propor-
tional to the field SFR as derived by Aumer & Binney (2009)
or Just & Jahreiß (2010).
– The large fraction of clusters with intermediate age com-
bined with the strong decrease above an age of 1Gyr requires
a large fraction of high mass clusters, i.e. a shallow CIMF at
the high mass end, with x2 significantly smaller than unity.
– We do not find a significant break in the CIMF to be flatter
at low masses. One reason could be the extrapolation to very
short lifetimes at the low mass end. On the other hand, infant
mortality or a significant mass loss due to the expulsion of
gas after cluster formation is not taken into account here (see
e.g. Shukirgaliyev et al. 2017, for violent relaxation of young
clusters).
– If the high mass slope of the CIMF is fixed to x2 = 1, a sat-
isfactory fit of the age distribution cannot be obtained. The
basic assumption of a universal CIMF may need to be re-
laxed. The CIMF could depend on properties of the disc (gas
fraction, stability) via a maximum cluster mass.
For a deeper understanding of cluster formation and evolu-
tion an extensive parameter study of the CIMF, the CFR, and
the cluster mass evolution (instead of the cluster lifetime) is nec-
essary. The theoretical predictions should then be compared to
the 2-dimensional mass-age distribution. From the observational
side, biases in terms of incompleteness and cluster mass deter-
minations need to be understood in more detail.
6. Summary and conclusions
In this study we constructed and investigated the age distribu-
tions of clusters using data from the all-sky survey of Galac-
tic open clusters MWSC, which provides uniform and accurate
ages as well as other relevant parameters like distances and red-
denings. For assembling the distribution, we use a total of 2242
clusters located within the completeness radius of about 2.5 kpc
from the Sun. Our sample is one order of magnitude larger than
any previous samples used for age distribution analysis. Com-
parison with the literature shows that earlier results published in
the 1980s-1990s strongly underestimate the fraction of evolved
clusters with ages log t & 8. Recent studies, based on all-sky cat-
alogues, agree more with our data, but still suffer from a lack of
clusters older than about 1 Gyr.
In order to consider radial variations in the age distribution,
we build three radial sub-samples occupying different spatial lo-
cations within the completeness zone (the Inner, Local and Outer
segments). They manifest general agreement of the distributions
representing both the inter-arm space and two different spiral
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arms (Sagittarius and Perseus). The only prominent distinction
is an enhanced fraction of old clusters in the Inner sample com-
pared to the other two. This feature may be the manifestation of
a higher cluster formation rate in the past in the inner disk. At
the same time, it seems that the cluster formation histories of the
Local and of the Outer sample were similar in the past.
We also compare two vertical sub-samples (the planar and
high-altitude samples, which we associate with the thin- and
thick-disk populations respecitvely) and find very different dis-
tributions. As expected, the thin-disk distribution agrees in gen-
eral with the “radial” samples, though a deficiency of old (t & 1
Gyr) clusters exists. In contrast, the thick-disk distribution is
completely deprived of young clusters (t < 250 Myr), and to
a large degree also of intermediate-age objects (t < 1 Gyr). Nev-
ertheless, both distributions complement each other and together
reproduce the total age distribution of disk clusters, and can be
regarded as representatives of different populations having dif-
ferent formation histories.
With simple assumptions on the cluster formation history,
the cluster initial mass function, and the cluster lifetime, we can
reproduce the observed age distribution. The cluster formation
rate and lifetime function are strongly degenerate, which pre-
vents us from disentangling the different formation scenarios.
In all cases the cluster formation rate is strongly declining with
time, and the cluster initial mass function is very shallow at the
high mass end.
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